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ABOUT
BUENOS AIRES
Often described as seductive, romantic and vibrant, Buenos Aires is a
place you can’t help but fall in love with. It draws you in with its big
personality, rich culture and promise of foodie delights, and entices
you to stay. 

Buenos Aires is more than just a sprawling capital city. It’s a city with
gritty edges, yet perfectly manicured parks everywhere at every turn. It
has a distinctly European feel, spiced with Latin-American flavour, and
it pulses with Tango dancing, late-night dining and nightlife that doesn't
kick off until the wee hours of the morning. 

Buenos Aires has also been ranked as the third safest city in South
America, so whether you're travelling solo, with a partner or a group of
friends, you're bound to fall into its welcoming arms and never want to
leave.



WHERE TO STAY
Buenos Aires is an enormous city with many very diverse neighbourhoods
(known as barrios), each offering something different . Some are great for

nightlife , others for architecture and others are a little bit ritzy if you like to
travel in luxury . This neighbourhood guide should help you decide which

location best suits your travel style .

SAN TELMO
Sam Telmo is one of the oldest parts of
Buenos Aires . In the 17th century , the area
was primarily industrial , packed with
factories and warehouses . Throughout the
years , San Telmo saw an influx of
immigrants from France , the UK , Germany ,

Spain and Russia and became a truly
multicultural pocket of Buenos Aires .

Today , it retains an authentic bohemian
vibe as it hasn ’t been as gentrified as other
parts of the city . 

San Telmo is a great neighbourhood for
budget to mid-range travellers .

Accommodation in the area is reasonably
priced and the variety of cafes and
restaurants offer something for every
budget . 

Some of my favourite spots in the area are
El Federal , a charming , vintage-style bar
that has been operating since 1864 ; and El
Desnivel , a typical neighbourhood
steakhouse loved by locals (and visitors in-

the-know).

On a Sunday afternoon , be sure to stop by
San Telmo Fair , or Feria de Mataderos . It ’s a
traditional weekend market held in the
suburbs of Buenos Aires with folk dancing ,

live samba bands , food stalls and even
guachos on horseback .

You may not realise it but there 's a good
chance you 've already seen photos of La
Boca , even if just by accident . It is post-card
perfect and instagram-worthy at every turn .

Famed for its brightly coloured houses ,

sensational tango and super competitive
soccer team , La Boca encapsulates the spirit
of Buenos Aires perfectly . It has retained its
traditional architecture and has a distinct
old school Argentinian vibe .

La Boca translates to “the mouth”, which
speaks to its location at the mouth of the
Riochuelo , or Mantanza River . It is a hugely
multicultural area having experienced many
waves of immigrants over the years ,

primarily from Italy .

El Caminito is the centre of the action . Here ,

you 'll find brightly-coloured houses , street
stalls , music blaring from stereos and the
smell of grilled meat in the air . Even though
it ’s just a few small streets that make up the
main part of La Boca , they ’re packed with an
undeniable energy that you won ’t find in
other parts of the city .

LA BOCA

San Telmo is known for its vibrant tango
scene with plenty of milongas (tango
parlours) to check out . One of the biggest
in the area is Centro Cultural Torquato
Tasso . This is where the pros come to show
off their best move . Enjoy dinner and a
show , plus a class before the evening ’s
entertainment begins . On Sundays , they
open the dance floor to the public so you
can give tango a try yourself .

Another popular place is Maldita Milonga
where the dark and moody decor and
impressive orchestra create a dramatic
atmosphere , perfect to soak up all the
passion and excitement of tango .



WHERE TO STAY

If drinking , eating and dancing all night
long are your favourite things to do on
holiday , Palermo is the barrio for you . It ’s
the city ’s most eclectic , vibrant area with
a mix of expats , travellers and local
hipsters . Every night of the week , you ’ll
see people pouring out into the streets ,

continuing the party as they move to the
next bar or milonga . 

There ’s plenty to do during the day , too .

Palermo is dotted with historic museums
and galleries such as the Galileo Gelilei
Planetarium and Museo Evita where you
can learn about Argentina ’s most famous
first lady , Eva Perón . There ’s also a
beautiful Japanese garden and the
enormous Parque Tres de Febrero .

When it comes to food , one place you
can ’t miss in the renowned La Cabrera ,

an upscale parrilla (grill or steakhouse).

It ’s become quite the tourist magnet over
the years but the quality of the food has
certainly not dropped . For a few drinks ,

head to Plaza Serrano . Here , you ’ll find a
slew of bars and restaurants where the
party only really gets going around
midnight .

PALERMO

For lovers of architecture , Recoleta is a dream .

This affluent neighbourhood is bursting with
gorgeous architecture built in the Beaux-Arts
style , reminiscent of a 1970 ’s Paris . It ’s one of
the more expensive places to stay , as many of
the area 's buildings belong to prestigious
schools and their pupils , but the location is
ideal for those who enjoy exploring on foot . 

What might seem like an unusual tourist
attraction at first is actually a fantastic way to
spend an afternoon . Recoleta Cemetery is
more of a mini estate than a graveyard with
more than 6 ,000 coffins and crypts – many are
even listed as historical monuments . This
ostentatious style of cemetery is common in
Latin America with ornate headstones and
plenty of garden beds to admire . If you
thought wandering around a cemetery was
strange , this next one will really catch you off
guard . 

This intriguing neighbourhood is also home to
one of Buenos Aires most unique attractions –

a themed park dedicated entirely to
Christendom . Once you ’ve covered off the
more touristic sights , spend some time
relaxing in the beautiful parK , Parque Thays ,

sit down to a coffee and something sweet at
the famous 150-year old Cafe La Biela or
wander around feria hippie , a fair that takes
place in Plaza Francia .

RECOLETA

PUERTO MADERO
Puerto Madero is the newest neighbourhood of
Buenos Aires . Just a few blocks from the busy city
centre , Puerto Madero looks like a completely
different city . The few historic buildings that are left
jostle for harbour-side position with modern luxurious
low rises , fancy restaurants and glass walled
skyscrapers . 

In the dock area , you 'll find two huge ships that have
been turned in museums named Sarmiento and
Uruguay . But the biggest draw card is the 864-acre
ecological reserve . It ’s a very popular weekend spot
for birdwatchers , walkers and cyclists . There are
plenty of trails that wind their way through the
reserve and lead to the waterfront . 

When it comes to restaurants and nightlife , expect to
splash out . Puerto Madero is a notoriously high-end
barrio with prices to match . There are plenty good
bars , clubs and restaurants , but you 'll pay a lot more
than you would in San Telmo or Palermo .  



THE ART OF
TANGO

Tango is a huge part of Argentinian culture ,

especially in Buenos Aires . It ’s more than just

music and dance – it ’s a way to bring people

from all walks of life together . 

Learning tango is like learning a language –

you must fully immerse yourself in it , which is

easy in Buenos Aires because tango is

everywhere . 

Most milongas don ’t have a dress code but

it ’s a good idea to dress smartly with proper

tango shoes and , since you ’ll be getting up

close and personal with other dancers , a bit

of perfume goes a long way . Tango is quite

the workout . . .



FOODS TO TRY
As a visitor , you may not get the
chance to visit a local ’s home and
experience a true asado . However , the

city is full of steakhouses and
neighbourhood grills (known as
parrillas) where you can sample the

Argentinian staple . The best steak ,

however , can be found outside of
Buenos Aires along the roadside . If you
see a lot of cars parked outside , that ’s a
good sign of an authentic , local ’s
favourite .

This filling lunchtime item is basically
an Argentinian hotdog . Picture a
chorizo sausage , grilled to perfect ,
stuffed in a crusty white bread roll or
baguette and topped with chimichurri
sauce .

STEAK

CHORIPAN

This sweet treat has a fabulous caramel
taste with a smooth , silky consistency .

You 'll often see it paired with desserts
or on top of ice cream .

DULCE DE LECHE

The Argentinian version of a macaroon ,

these delicious snacks are essentially
two cookies glued together by a layer
of sticky-sweet goodness in the middle
(often dulce de leche).

ALFAJORES

You either love it or hate it – mate
(pronounced mah-tee) is a hot tea
drink brewed from yerba leaves and
served with a metal straw . It 's super
high in caffeine so go easy . 

MATE

These hand-sized savoury pies can be
found all over South America . In
Buenos Aires , empanadas are usually
filled with ground or minced beef , ham
and cheese , often prepared with a
Béchamel-like sauce called salsa
blanca .

EMPANADAS



AUTHENTIC
ARGENTINIAN
ASADO
The sunday barbeque (known as an
asada) is an integral part of

Argentinian life . With one of the
highest rates of beef consumption per
capita in the world , Argentina relishes
in the art of slow cooking over coals
to create the perfect grilled meat . 

Favouring flank cuts , Argentinians
usually pair beef with salad to
balance out the meal . Every good
asado has a decent chunk of bread on
offer too , and of course , plenty of
delicious wine from the Mendoza
region at the foot of the Andes . The
ever-popular Malbec varietal is always
a winner , but if you get a chance , try
the Cabernet Franc too .



CATCH LIVE MUSIC AT LA
BOMBA DE TIEMPO

FIVE MORE MUST-DO'S

This is a must ! Every Monday you will find
La Bomba de Tiempo , a long running 17
piece drum group , giving an electric
performance at Ciudada Cultural Knoex .

The band raises the roof every time and I
am told it never gets old , no matter how
many times you have been before . At the
end of the night , the band turns into a
kind of pied piper leading the ensuing
group of revellers to the after party ,

about 15 minutes away , drumming the
whole way with people dancing in toe .

LEARN TO TANGO
There are tonnes of places to experience
tango in Buenos Aires , from dedicated
tango parlours (called milongas) to
festivals and street buskers .

If you ’re keen to try it out for yourself , La
Virtua in Palermo Soho and Escuela
Mariposita in San Telmo are great choices
with daily classes and friendly groups . It ’s
a good idea to visit the milongas with
your fellow tango classmates so you can
get comfortable before venturing out on
your own .

SEE A FOOTBALL MATCH
If you get a chance , go and see a football
match – Boca vs River Plate if possible . The
two teams are world famous bitter rivals ,

always fighting for the top spot in the
league . Their matches are always eventful , in
fact so eventful that their fans are not
allowed to go to each other ’s away games in
Buenos Aires . I did manage to get to a pre-

season superclassico where both sets of fans
were allowed into the match – 3 hours away
in Plata del Mar .

VISIT THE CHRISTIAN-
THEMED PARK
This is a 'themed '  park , not a 'theme '  park , so
don ’t be expecting roller coasters and other
rides . In fact , it is the world 's largest religious
themed park . You ’ll get to see a recreation of
a biblical village , scenes from the old
testament , a few live shows telling various
biblical stories , but the jewel in this crown is
the hourly resurrection of Christ . The 18-

metre high statue rises from within a
mountain while ‘Hallelujah ’ is played loudly
via speakers . Simply bonkers !

VISIT EL ATENEO GRAND
SPLENDID
Consistently talked about as one of the most
beautiful bookstores in the world , make sure
you go and visit El Ateneo Grand Splendid .

It ’s in an old palatial theatre from the early
1900 's that has been masterfully restored and
turned into a fabulous bookshop . They have a
fantastic coffee shop set up on what was
previously the stage and it ’s a great place to
relax , read a book or do a bit of writing .



NEED TO
KNOW

02 LANGUAGE
The official language of Argentina is
Spanish, however, English is well-
spoken in touristic areas. 

03 SAFETY
There are many misconceptions
when it comes to safety in Latin
America. Buenos Aires, like all
capital cities, has some not-so-nice
areas. Following common sense
guidelines like not wandering
down dark streets at night or
flashing money, cameras and other
expensive items around will.  go a
long way in keeping you safe.

04 ADAPTER
For Argentina there are two
associated plug types, types C
and I. Plug type C is the plug
which has two round pins and
plug type I is the plug which has
three flat pins in a triangular
pattern. Argentina operates on a
220V supply voltage and 50Hz.

05 GETTING
AROUND
Buenos Aires is a huge city so
don't expect to walk
everywhere. Taxis are
inexpensive and plentiful. There
are also ride share apps like
Uber and Cabify are also
available. 

The bus network throughout the
city will take you everywhere
you need to go, however, the
timetable isn't particularly
reliable.

01 CURRENCY
The official currency of Argentina is
the Argentinian Peso. Credit cards
are widely accepted in restaurants
and shops in Buenos Aires, however,
it's a good idea to have some cash
on your for taxis, tips and street
stalls.
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